Dear Kailynn,

Thank you for paying attention to the needs of sick animals.

The strength that we gather from family and friends when we are in need can have the same impact...whether we call a house, or the forest, our home.

The bunny finds needed distraction through activities and art. The same holds true for you.

You innately know that the power of play can transform a “yucky day” into “an okay day.”

Thank you for all the times you help “sick dollies” in the playroom. You know exactly how long to clean their “tubies” so their bodies stay well. You know exactly how long to rock and hug your dollies so their hearts feel comforted.

Surrounding you in hope,
Jenni
Kailynn’s Sand Tray

The bunny is getting his medicine and his friends are with him.

The bunny likes to paint in the playroom at the hospital and at home.

He has a pole to get his medicine.

He gets medicine because his head hurts.

The bunny eats a little bit in the hospital. He likes to eat peas.

By: Kailynn
Kailynn’s Sand Tray